


STEP 4:  Analyze the document below according to one of the 4 
sourcing components of HAPP:

 Historical Context

 Audience

 Point of View

 Purpose

Source:  
Cosmas Indicopleustes, The Christian Topography of Cosmas, an 
Egyptian Monk
(6th century CE), Trans. By J.W. McCrindle.  London: Hakluyt Society, 
1897.
_____________________________________

Since the island of Ceylon is in a central position, it is much frequented by 
ships from all parts of India and from Persia and Ethiopia, and it likewise 
sends out many of its own.  And from the remotest countries – I mean 
China and other trading places – it receives silk, aloes, cloves, sandalwood, 
and other products.



Not Political 
Centralization 
BUT  INSTEAD
(starts to achieve)
Economic Centralization

• King Harsha (r. 606-648 CE)
• temporary restoration of political unity
after fall of Gupta Empire (HOW?)
• Buddhist, tolerant, generous
• assassinated  (WHY?)

• Why did centralized authority fail
after Harsha?

Arabs conquer
NW India (Sind)
In 711 CE

After fall of Gupta and 
invasion of White Huns…



• Chola Kingdom, 850-1267
– Maritime power
– Not highly centralized
– HINDU

• Sultanate of Delhi
Capital: Delhi
Ruled northern India 1206-1526
Weak administrative structure
19/35 Sultans assassinated

– Reliance on cooperation of 
Hindu kings

• Kingdom of Vijayanagar
– Northern Deccan
– Originally supported by 

Sultanate of Delhi
– Leaders renounce Islam in 1336

– Yet maintain relations with 
Sultantate

Islamic Kingdoms in Northern India
Hindu Kingdoms in Southern India

WHY this distribution?
What was the nature of 
Islamic conquest?Military, Merchants (intermarry), migrations of Turks

Why do they 
maintain this 
relationship?



The trading world of the Indian Ocean basin, 600-1600 C.E.

Agricultural production increased 
with knowledge of monsoons 

Seasonal irrigation techniques crucial to avoid drought and famine: (NO BIG RIVERS)
Massive construction of canals, reservoirs, tunnels



Population Growth in India
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Fall of Gupta Empire in 600 CE = 53 million
105 million by 1500 CE = URBANIZATION (Delhi and other large port cities)

Can Islam and Hinduism live together?

Little incentive at first to convert to religion of conquerors: (Mahmud of Ghazni- 10th century)
but then BHAKTI MOVEMENT (Southern India)



How does South Asia react to these challenges from 
migration, invasion and trade?

Where do the challenges lie?
What are the effects of these contacts?

• Growth of Islam
• Urbanization
• Further development of the jati
• “Secularization” of society
• Buddhism declines! (why? Nalanda?)
• Caste system expands from the North to the South
• Hinduism encouraged through education, Temples

and devotional cults that promise salvation



What geographic features create challenges for trade?

CRITICAL to remember that the Indian Ocean Basin trade is not happening 
in isolation !!  This hemisphere is now ONE GIANT zone of interaction!







Find your notes and C 15 SPICE chart
Field Trip questions?
Skip lines in between paragraphs on 
DBQs….



Analyze the changes in Indian Ocean Trade between 600-1450 CE.

Source:  
Cosmas Indicopleustes, The Christian Topography of Cosmas, an Egyptian Monk
(6th century CE), Trans. By J.W. McCrindle.  London: Hakluyt Society, 1897.
_____________________________________
Since the island of Ceylon is in a central position, it is much frequented by ships 
from all parts of India and from Persia and Ethiopia, and it likewise sends out many 
of its own.  And from the remotest countries – I mean China and other trading 
places – it receives silk, aloes, cloves, sandalwood, and other products.

The detailed description of ship traffic and variety of goods present in Ceylon can 
be best understood in the context of the incredible growth in trade at the time.  The 
fact that maritime trade in particular is booming can be explained by the fact that 
overland trade routes were less safe and secure after the fall of the Han and Roman 
Empires and the loss of imperial protection for the Silk Road traders.  This shift 
from overland to maritime is an important element of change in the Indian Ocean.

The fact that this document has been recently translated may undermine the 
credibility of the document and question the actual Point of View of Cosmas 
Indicopleustes.  It would be important to seek corroboration of this account to 
verify the volume of maritime traffic and variety of trade goods. 



The Kingdom of AXUM

• Developed through trade
• Founded in the 1st century CE
• Adopted CHRISTIANITY
• Displaces KUSH as link between 

sub-Saharan Africa
and the Mediterranean





WHY?



Region Products Silk Roads/ Maritime too..

China silk, bamboo, mirrors, gunpowder, paper, rhubarb
ginger, lacquerware, chrysanthemums

Forest lands of Siberia and furs, walrus tusks, amber, livestock, horses
Grasslands of Central Asia falcons, hides, copper vessels, tents, saddles,

slaves

India cotton textiles, herbal medicine, precious stones, spices

Middle East dates, nuts, almonds, dried fruit, dyes, lapis lazuli,
swords

Mediterranean Basin gold coins, glassware, glazes, grapevines, jewelry,
artworks, perfume, wool and linen textiles, olive oil



• Funan
– Lower Mekong River, 

1st-6th c. CE
– Elaborate irrigation 

techniques
• Kingdom of Srivijaya

– Centered in Sumatra, 
670-1025 CE

• Kingdom of Angkor
– Cambodia, 889-1431 

CE
– Magnificent religious 

city complexes

Various times they adopt
aspects of Hinduism, Buddhism

and Islam
Pragmatic reason for adopting 

Islam?

Wealthy through trade

Short portage

But is modified…
WHY?

Early States of 
Southeast Asia



Islam In Southeast Asia:

Early populations of Muslim traders
Increasing popularity of Sufi activity
Many convert, retain some Hindu or 
Buddhist traditions

Angkor Wat: Hinduism, Buddhism
Kingdom of Angkor (89-1431 CE)



Kalas:
The
Destructive 
side
Of Shiva

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/5d/Angkor-Wat-from-the-air.JPG
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/5d/Angkor-Wat-from-the-air.JPG
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/35/Banteay_Srei_Kala.jpg
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/35/Banteay_Srei_Kala.jpg


How did India manage to 
exert such a significant 
influence on other 
cultures in the Indian 
Ocean Basin during this 
era without ever 
establishing
any long-term 
centralized
political institutions?



Mucalinda, Naga King who
Shielded Buddha

Vishnu

Devotional cults: helped maintain the
Popularity of Hinduism NOT ONLY
In India, but in areas influenced by
India

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/70/VishnuWat.jpg
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/70/VishnuWat.jpg


Vishnu as Krishna

Vishnu 
as 
Buddha

http://www.sanatansociety.com/free_desktop_wallpaper.htm
http://www.sanatansociety.com/free_desktop_wallpaper.htm
http://www.sanatansociety.com/free_desktop_wallpaper.htm
http://www.sanatansociety.com/free_desktop_wallpaper.htm


The cosmic 
functions of 
creation, 
maintenance, 
and destruction 
are personified 
by the forms of 
Brahman the 
creator, Vishnu 
the maintainer 
or preserver, 
and Shiva the 
destroyer or 
transformer.



Shiva

http://www.sanatansociety.com/indian_art_galleries/pieter_weltevrede/pw_go_shiva02_painting.htm
http://www.sanatansociety.com/indian_art_galleries/pieter_weltevrede/pw_go_shiva02_painting.htm
http://www.sanatansociety.com/indian_art_galleries/pieter_weltevrede/pw_go_shiva_nataraj01_painting.htm
http://www.sanatansociety.com/indian_art_galleries/pieter_weltevrede/pw_go_shiva_nataraj01_painting.htm


Ganesh:
Son of Shiva

“Remover of Obstacles”
Lord of Success
Destroyer of Vanity, Selfishness and Pride

//upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/57/Ganesh_(mus%C3%A9e_d'art_asiatique_de_Berlin).jpg
//upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/57/Ganesh_(mus%C3%A9e_d'art_asiatique_de_Berlin).jpg


Borobudur Temple, Java (largest Buddhist monument in world)
8th-10th Century: abandoned, destroyed by volcanic ash/ found by British 
colonials in 19th c





98 ft tall, >500 Buddha statues,
1000 relief panels, 1500 stupas

But have statues with Javanese features,
Clearly set in Java, not India
Parallel SE Asian veneration for mountains



WEDNESDAY December 13th: Silk Road/Indian Ocean Cultural Experience

1. Choose a Silk Road/Indian Ocean Trade item from the class list
2. Make an item using that food or bring a food that represents that item
3. Make enough to share but realize that we’ll have a lot of food!  Small batches are ok

(If you choose paper you will bring the plates)

4. On an index card, record:
• Place of origin?
• Uses of the item?
• Any unique fun facts about your item?
• Modern uses?

5. Be prepared to share!

10 points = food
10 points = report



Key Concept 3.1: A deepening and widening of networks of human 
interaction within and across regions contributed to cultural, 
technological and biological diffusion within and between various 
societies.

B.  In key places along important trade routes, merchants set up diasporic
communities where they introduced their own cultural traditions into the 
indigenous culture. 

D. Increased cross-cultural interactions resulted in the diffusion of literary, 
artistic, and cultural traditions, as well as scientific and technological 
innovations.

Key Concept 3.2:  State formation and development demonstrated 
continuity, innovation and diversity in various regions.

B.  In some places, new political entities emerged, including those in various 
Islamic states; the Mongol khanates; new Hindu and Buddhist states in South, 
East and Southeast Asia, city states; and decentralized government (feudalism) 
in Europe and Japan.

WRITE IN COMPLETE SENTENCES
FIND EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT THESE 3 CONCEPTS 



Social:
Development 
and 
Transformatio
n of social 
structures

Political:
State-building, 
expansion and 
conflict

Interaction
Between 
humans and 
the 
environment
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Population increase/ Caste system maintained but is flexible/ Caste 
helps integrate migrants (Why?) Caste helped unify society w/o strong 
political authority:  Urbanization, growth of port cities
Jatis formed guilds as trade/ urbanization  grows

Short lived centralized government (King Harsha)
Arab conquerors set up Islamic states in the North (Sultanate of Delhi)
Hindu kingdoms (decentralized but stable) in the South (TRADE)

Indian influence in SE Asia (ideas of kingship “raja”)

Geography varied across region 
Monsoon winds 
Distinct seasons force labor projects to secure stability of agriculture
(especially in southern India where there is no major river system)
East African Coast becomes integrated into Indian Ocean trade system



Culture:
Development 
and interaction 
of cultures

Economic:
Creation, 
expansion and 
interaction of 
economic 
systems
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Culture:
Development 
and interaction 
of cultures

Economic:
Creation, 
expansion and 
interaction of 
economic 
systems

S

P

I

C

E

Hinduism becomes more popular as Buddhism declined (Vishnu, Shiva)
Islam introduced by merchants, conquering Arabs, ruling elites
(slow and gradual)
Islam is tolerant- appeals to lower classes/castes (Sufis)
Some converted to Islam to try to improve their
social status (14th C Delhi 2nd largest Islamic city after Cairo)
Islamic influence predominantly found in the North (25 million 
converts!)

Bhakti movement = blend of Hinduism and Islam (syncretic)
What did this movement look like??
Why did Buddhism decline?  Nalanda 1196?

Role of temples = center of social/political/economic life
(bankers, coordination of agricultural projects, education, religion)
TRADE increased
Larger ships (dhows 100 tons (1000 CE) 400 tons (1500 CE)
Junks 1000 tons

TRADE (metals, spices, cotton, high carbon steel, Iron (Ganges), Copper 
(Deccan Plateau), Salt (Coast), Sugar, leather, stone, carpets
EMPORIA as clearinghouses (silk/porcelain from China, Spices from SE Asia, 
Peppers/gems/pearls/cotton from India, Incense/horses from Arabia and SW 
Asia, gold, ivory/slaves from Africa) SOUTH INDIA THRIVES (Why?)



http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/dd/Varangian_routes.png
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/dd/Varangian_routes.png
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/40/Roerich_slavs.jpg
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/40/Roerich_slavs.jpg


The camel...manifests its merit in 
dangerous places; it has
secret understanding of springs 
and sources; subtle indeed is its 
knowledge.
-- Kuo P'u, 3rd c. CE


